
FEMALE PIT BULL TERRIER

JOHNSTON, IA, 50131

 

Phone: (515) 270-2915 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Mira is a super sweet 55 lb 4 year old pit bull girl looking 

for a special forever home. She was found running in 

Kansas back in November 2020, and we are guessing 

came from a breeder situation as she was very scared and 

quickly put on the euthanasia list at their animal control / 

shelter because she was so afraid of everything. We were 

able to get her to Iowa, where we took it extra slow with 

her. She was adopted in July 2021 and returned six months 

later due to fear issues with the older kids in and out of the 

home. Mira gets along with all sizes of other dogs and cats, 

but doesnt voluntarily approach people for a long time 

after meeting them so will need a patient adopter willing 

to let her learn at her pace. A tall privacy fenced yard and 

another confident dog will be needed for this lady, as cars/

noises/things seen through the fence will slow down her 

progress / she watches other animals for guidance. A 

calmer home and dedicated adopter who has a 

professional trainer lined up to utilize is required, no 

exceptions -- and we will follow up as needed post-

adoption. She is such a gentle thing who wants to dog but 

doesnt know how yet, and will take time to figure it out. 

Her adoption fee is $250 and includes all vetting and 

microchip. If you feel like you have the environment and 

patience to love her, please apply at 

www.foreverhomedogs.org to schedule a couple meets 

with Mira!All adoptions are $300 per dog for puppies under 

1 year, $250 for adults 1 - 9 years old and $150 for senior 

dogs which include spay/neuter, micro-chipped and up-to-

date on required shots. \n\nSenior dogs, at our discretion, 

are adopted out at $150 per dog because we know they 

will have less time with your family and may eventually 

have more needs as they get older. But we feel these dogs 

deserve to live out the rest of their lives as part of a loving 

family.
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